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 BLINDART      

                                                         CHIMNEY for fireplaces, stoves, etc…  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Why BLINDART  
The terrible earthquake that recently hit our province and territory of L' Aquila, causing much damage to 
buildings but also many victims, has led us in finding an appropriate solution to make ANTISEISMIC ducts 
and chimneys of the plant chimneys protruding above the roof. 
This is to make a contribution to greater security, since these structures in the event of an earthquake are 
among the first to fall, often representing a major danger to the safety of persons and property. 
 
OBJECTIVE  
Making a ARTISTIC CHIMNEY also be used in old city, seismically safe and really against the wind, with a 
modular structure is not rigid, which uses a brick chimneys protruding out of the roof no more than 50/60 
cm, all without prejudice to the draft of the smoke, regardless of the position of the chimney than the ridge 
of the roof and / or other barriers that determine an area of reflux. 
"BLINDART" versions - CASTLE -  PIRAMIDE  - FAI DA TE is the evolution and integration of the 
patented "BLINDOCOM" applied art in a chimney, modular, prefabricated, which meets the above 
requirements. 
 
HOW TO CHOOSE 
In the first instance we recommend installing the chimney only artistic choosing between models CASTLE / 
PYRAMID / FAID, excluding the anti-wind "BLINDOCOM" steel. 
This solution allows you to put in place an artistic ANTISEISMIC chimney flue using a roof that juts out of a 
maximum 50/60 cm. In all likelihood, this choice leads to a lower cost similar to a chimney built manually, 
but with the great advantage of the provision to make it at a later stage if necessary easily and certainly 
against the wind. 
Any subsequent installation of the wind "BLINDOCOM" simply requires the intervention of an individual 
technician, which develops very quickly by removing a lightweight component set for this operation. 
 
ADVANTAGES 
In addition to the advantages outlined above it should be noted that in the presence of different plant flue 
chimneys, and then more generally identical in appearance between them, on the same building, with 
BLINDART you can take action to remedy problems draw fumes from one or more flues without affecting 
the aesthetics of existing achievements, overcoming problems of communal order, and so on. 
The system is extensively tested with regard to operation and consistency and is made in accordance with 
the regulations. 

 
Azienda aderente al gruppo produttori ANFUS 

 

    

 

CASTLE PIRAMIDE FAI DA TE 


